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Curriculum vitae format for teacher

Write your teacher CV with the following tips in mind. Write Quantified work experience Your professional experience will be listed in bullets. Each bullet must be relevant to the job you are applying for. If you're hoping to get another job as a teacher, choose the best skills, abilities, and knowledge that you've accumulated through your
experience. Make sure your bullets are realization-oriented and quantified. If you're hoping to get another job as a teacher, choose the best skills, abilities, and knowledge that you've accumulated through your experience. For example, in our English teacher sample resume, here's an example of an accomplishment-oriented bullet that is
quantified. Pay attention to the bold text: Made sure that all students understood the curriculum, and supported students who required additional guidance, resulting in writing and reading comprehension test scores increasing 16% over three years on average The candidate's ability to raise test scores shows that they are a skilled teacher
and potentially valuable hire, especially given the current teaching climate in the U.S. , which is increasingly test score oriented. If you are busy, we recommend using our cv builder software to quickly create resumes that will land you more interviews. What if you're missing results? Many teachers face insurmountable obstacles, including
being underfunded, teaching in tough neighborhoods, and lacking support from the administration. In other words, not everyone can increase test scores by 16% over three years on average, simply because reality won't allow for it. In this case, your CV can still be quantified by giving the hiring manager a concrete idea of the extent of
your skills and abilities. For example, you can quantify the number of students you work with per semester: Assess and fit the progress of 150+ students throughout the period and work closely with other staff to effectively plan and coordinate the work Or you can quantify the size of the school you work in: ... with curriculum goals and help
students to prepare for the exam in a 2,500+ student school Or you can quantify the number of people you are educated, indicating that you are knowledgeable, skilled and trusted by management – excellent qualities to impress a hiring manager: Educated four new preschool teachers, emphasizing the importance of classroom control ...
The important thing to remember is that your bullet points should not be bland duties and responsibilities. Include your most impressive relevant accomplishment in your teacher resume goal so the hiring manager won't miss it. Include your teaching certifications Most teachers should provide all their certifications or when they expect to
receive them. This can either be done in a separate certification section or added to the additional skills section. Certifications vary widely between states. You should be aware of the how they are listed in your state. In our English teacher test, the graduate is from Florida, where a middle school English teacher certification is called
Certification in Middle Grades English. To find out your state's teaching requirements, stop at Teach.com's Where can I teach? map for all the information you need to start your career. Action Verbs for Teachers AssessEducateMotivate CollaborateEncourage Plan CreateExploreShowcase DevelopGradeTeach DiscussInstructTutor Like
the list above? Find more on the longest action verb list in the universe. How to Convey The Entry-Level Teacher Resume Experience If you are an entry-level teacher, then you have recently gone through extensive training, including earning classroom experience through interactive field experience. This experience should also be
included in your work experience section, but under another subheading called interactive field experience. Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics Create a subheading for each school where you have earned field experience, and write your bullets in the same way as described in the above section – make sure they are targeted, quantified,
specific, and effective. The last part of your CV is the skills section described below. Add Teacher Resume Skills Teaching Skills needs to be kept up to date because teaching methods often change in the light of new research and shifts coming from boards of education across the United States. Show a balance between soft and hard
skills throughout your resume, as well as on your teacher resume skills section. Hard skills - skills you've taken the time to learn and get certified for - are an essential part of a strong teaching application. Here are some tough teacher skills you can include on your resume: Soft skills - skills related to your personality and ability to work with
others - are also critical skills needed to be a teacher. And fortunately for you and job seekers everywhere, these skills naturally develop over your lifetime. For example, your organizational skills improve when you move out of your parents' home and take responsibility for several areas of your life. Here are some more soft skills for a
teacher resume: To fully outline your teacher skills, resumes for teachers in IT, science and technology-related classes can benefit from including a technical skills section in addition to their main skills section. In this technical skills section, you should describe any special equipment and software you can use, such as: Bunsen Burners
Solders Solders JavaScript Print Card Adobe Photoshop All teachers will probably have to list some of the following classroom management software skills on their resumes: Pearson ECollege Moodle Sakai Lore MyEduure Instruct Canvas And there are some software-specific teacher skills you will need to use both inside and outside the
classroom : Microsoft Office GIMP Windows Movie iMovie If you do some research, the following teaching skills will be teaching skills male: Web browsing and online search skills JSTOR Google Scholar Other potential sections for your teacher summary Other information you can include on your resume: studying abroad, relevant
courses or academic awards and awards and awards One of the oldest and most reliable resources on the web for educators is Gradebook. Gradebook has all sorts of resources for all levels of trainers. The categories are divided between teachers, parents, students and. This is a good place to start if you want to get an overview of a
wide range of educational. Finally, don't come down about writing your teacher's resume. You didn't decide to become a teacher because you wanted to get rich, you did it because you have a passion for education. As Professor of Economics Larry Smith of Waterloo University explains: Never forget to hold on to that passion! Home »
Teacher CV template Our teacher CV template collection is a good place to start when writing your own resume. We have lots of good layouts and templates, along with CV writing guides tailored specifically for the teaching profession. Scroll down for more information. A stylish template divided into two parts with your personal
information on the left, a divider, and the rest of your information on the right. This layout makes use of the professional Garamond font for an attractive finish. A neat and tidy CV or CV that uses the attractive Letter Gothic Std font and subtle purple details for weight. A subtle dotted edge, attractive headings and a very simple layout make
this a great choice for any role. This free teaching assistant CV template in Microsoft Word uses bold headlines and a beige edge, creating a simple, subtle design detail to give you a very professional looking, well presented RESUME or RESUME. This free two-page fresh Word CV contains sample content tailored to a TEFL role. A
simple, crisp layout, this template can be used for any industry or profession. This beautiful sports CV template takes full advantage of a stylish sports-themed icon font that allows you to add a different sports icon for each section. Lots of white spaces &amp; chic headlines create a professional vibe. This stylish free two-column teacher
CV template is perfectly designed for a teaching role, with a teaching icon in the upper left corner and an optional graph-paper background to set the stage. A two-page kindergarten assistant CV template perfect for training or early years roles. A good choice of fonts, attractive headings, a smart work experience grid and an original
section with values make this a great format to use. Our teacher CV examples and templates give you an idea of how to lay out your skills and experiences if you apply for a teaching role. (Above): Our very own teacher CV template can be downloaded here. (Above): Our Education and early years CV template can be downloaded here.
(Above) This example teaching CV comes from from The CV comes in PDF format and is annotated throughout with helpful notes explaining how to fill each section. You can download the CV here. (Above) This commented example of teacher CV was found on Anyform.org (no longer active). Again, it contains useful notes throughout to
guide you in customizing your own teacher CV. You can download the PDF here. (Above) This example of the teacher CV was found on the career teacher's website. You can download the CV template here and they also have a guide file for you to see which can be downloaded here. (Above) This teacher CV template was found on
CareerOne.com. You can download the full template (MS Word .doc) here. (Above) This neat teacher CV from Protocol Education has slots for you to fill in your own information. Click here to download it. You can also find their video to create a brilliant teaching CV on this page. (Above) This teacher CV template from Timeplan not only
has slots for your information, but also includes guide notes to ask you as you go. Click here to download the CV template 'Experienced teaacher' or click here to view the newly qualified teacher CV template. (Above) This teaching CV template is from ITPER, a training recruitment company (no longer active). As for many of the teaching
templates above, it contains lots of handy notes to help you fill it out. Click here to download it. Here we outline examples of what kind of experience you might want to include in your teacher CV, which would be desirable for any teaching role. Preparing and delivering lessons: Your potential employer would like to know where the ages
and abilities you have prepared lessons for. Preparing materials: Along with lesson plans, your employer will be interested in any experience you have in preparing and writing new teaching materials. Marking work: You must be able to mark work and provide appropriate feedback to students in the relevant age group. Keeping records:
You must be able to keep records of your students' progress and their development. Keep up to date: The ability to research new topics and keep up to date in your specialized subject areas is highly desirable. Preparing materials: Along with lesson plans, your employer will be interested in any experience you have in preparing and
writing new teaching materials. Using different media: Using alternative teaching methods such as podcasting is highly desirable, and your potential employer would like to know if you have experience in selecting and using a variety of learning resources and equipment, such as podcasts and interactive whiteboards. Exam preparation:
You should mention any specific experiences you have prepared students for qualifications and external exams. Behaviourmanagement: You may have specific experience in managing student behaviour in the school environment or appropriate and effective measures in the event of misconduct. Pastoral duties: Your potential employer
employer want to know if you have had any experience in a pastoral role – form tutor for example – which required you to support students on an individual basis through academic or personal difficulties. Communication skills: Strong communication skills are essential as these allow you to keep parents and carers informed about student
progress, attend department meetings, hold parent evenings and contribute to entire school education events. You may also have specific experience of working with other professionals – for example, career counselors, learning mentors, education professionals and pedagogical psychologists. Supervision: Another very desirable skill is
the ability to monitor others – and you should detail any experience you have in overseeing and supporting the work of teaching assistants, trainee teachers and newly qualified teachers. Out of hours: Schools like to be excited to organise and participate in leisure activities that enhance and enrich the overall educational experience – for
example, sporting events, events and social activities. Education: You may have participated in various training activities, including continuing training (INSET) as part of your CPD. In addition to the above teacher CV templates that have come from external sites, we have a wide range of our own CV templates for you to choose and
customize – get a look at our main Word CV templates page. Page.
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